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Security v. Liberty

TABLE 8.1

The Standard Dichotomy

Subject Area
1. National security
2. Civil liberties

Overall Impact of
Technology
Technology improves
national security
Technology harms
civil liberties

Discourse
Technological optimism
Technological pessimism

Source: Authors’ compilation.

For a detailed example of the standard dichotomy in action, consider
the public discussion and policy debate in 2002 about the Pentagon’s Total
Information Awareness (TIA) program. TIA was intended to revolutionize the ability of the United States to detect and counter foreign terrorists
through its projected development of novel data mining and profiling
techniques. This technology is made possible by the ongoing increase in
computing power and the emergence of decentralized data banks in the private and public sector. TIA was led and funded by the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA), whose predecessor agency, ARPA, as
noted, played a critical role in funding the research that helped to create the
Internet. TIA’s program managers stated that terrorists engaged in what
TIA termed a “low-intensity/low-density form of warfare” that had “an
information signature, albeit not one that our intelligence infrastructure and
other government agencies are optimized to detect” (DARPA n.d.). The
solution? TIA first proposed, “to fight terrorism, we need to create a new
intelligence infrastructure to allow these agencies to share information
and collaborate effectively.” It also called for creation of “new information
technology aimed at exposing terrorists and their activities and support
systems” (DARPA n.d.).
Thus, TIA sought to use information technology to broaden and even
automate the response to the terrorist threat. As Jeffrey Rosen summarized its research agenda, “TIA sought to develop architectures for integrating existing databases into a ‘virtual centralized grand database’ that
would collect data from public- and private sector sources” (2004, 100). The
massive TIA database was to contain information about personal finances,
education, travel, health, and other areas. As Rosen observed, moreover,
the database was to combine information from sources in both the private
and public sectors. TIA would then apply advanced techniques and technologies to detect precursors and indicators of terrorism. In brief, TIA
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Technology’s Multiple Impacts on National Security and
Civil Liberties

Subject Area

Overall Impact

Discourse

1. National security

Technology improves
national security
Technology harms
national security
Technology improves
civil liberties
Technology harms
civil liberties

Technological optimism

2. National security
3. Civil liberties
4. Civil liberties

Technological pessimism
Technological optimism
Technological pessimism

Source: Authors’ compilation.

dichotomy with an expanded analysis of technology’s multiple impacts on
national security and civil liberties. We present this approach initially in
tabular form (see table 8.2).
In terms of this table, the standard dichotomy acknowledges only categories 1 and 4. Full analysis requires more; it calls for a look at other
potential implications of technology.
Few policy analyses formally incorporate the four possibilities. More
typically, scholars simply note the need for a broader analysis of technology, national security, and civil liberties. For example, in 1967, Alan
Westin noted the ability of “scientific activity, especially by such groups as
the telephone companies, electronics firms, and data-processing manufacturers” to “develop new systems for the protection of the average citizen’s
privacy” (379). This observation would fall under row 3 in table 8.2. The
Privacy Protection Study Commission made a similar comment in 1977 in
noting technology’s failure to give “an individual the tools he needs to protect his legitimate interests in the records organizations keep about him”
(United States 1977, 18). And, more recently, Jeffrey Rosen aptly called for
a more complete analysis of data mining and profiling than was generally
present during the TIA debate: “Nearly all [technologies of identification]
can be designed in ways that strike better or worse balances between liberty and security. Depending on these design choices, the technologies can
protect liberty and security at the same time, or they can threaten liberty
without bringing a corresponding interest in security” (2004, 100).
Although widely overlooked in the public debate about TIA, this program at least made some attempts to harness technology to promote pri-

